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Abstract

Atomic-scale junctions are a powerful tool to study quantum transport, and are frequently
examined through the mechanically controllable break junction technique. The junctionto-junction variation of atomic configurations often leads to a statistical approach, with
ensemble-averaged properties providing access to the relevant physics. However, the
full ensemble contains considerable additional information. We report a new analysis
of shot noise over entire ensembles of junction configurations using scanning tunneling
microscope-style gold break junctions at room temperature in ambient conditions, and
compare these data with simulations based on molecular dynamics, a sophisticated tightbinding model, and nonequilibrium Green's functions. The experimental data show a
suppression in the variation of the noise near conductances dominated by fully transmitting
channels, and a surprising participation of multiple channels in the nominal tunneling
regime. Comparison with the simulations, which agree well with published work at low
temperatures and ultrahigh vacuum conditions, suggests that these effects likely result from
surface contamination and disorder in the electrodes. We propose additional experiments
that can distinguish the relative contributions of these factors.
Keywords: break junction, shot noise, nonequilibrium Greens function, molecular dynamics

technique enables study of these junctions as a function of electrode separation, with each junction configuration sampling from
an ensemble of atomic arrangements. The varying mechanical
and electrical properties of junctions can be examined, enabling
studies of conductance quantization [2, 3], energy dissipation in
atomic ballistic wires [4], electron–phonon interaction modifications to the shot noise [5, 6], flicker noise in metal junctions [7],
Joule heating in the electrodes [8], and so on.
In most of these works, statistical analyses are usually conducted to average out the microscopic variability of junction
configurations. For instance, conductance histograms [9–11]

1. Introduction
Out of both fundamental and technological motivation, atomicscale junctions between conductors have been studied extensively in recent years [1]. The size of the ‘active’ region of such
devices is smaller than the inelastic mean free path for electrons,
and only a few quantum channels contribute to conduction; thus
such junctions serve as a simplified platform to study quantum
transport. By inserting molecules between such electrodes,
similar physics studies have been extended to molecular junctions. The mechanically controllable break junction (MCBJ)
1
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electrons modify the noise, which is often written in the form
SI = 2eI F, where F is the Fano factor. Measurements of F can
therefore provide insight into the interactions of the electrons
with each other [35, 36] and other degrees of freedom such as
phonon modes [5, 6].
In atomic-scale junctions the electronic transport is generally described well by the Landauer–Büttiker picture [37–39],
where electron-electron interactions are neglected and electrons transport coherently. The conductance is then G = G0∑iτi,
where τi represents the transmittance of each discrete quantum
channel indexed by i. The associated shot noise at zero temperature satisfies the following form [40–44]

are a common tool to study the preferred conductance values,
and hence preferred sets of discrete quantum channel transmittances, averaged over accessible atomic configurations.
The obvious shortcoming is that information associated with
each specific atomic arrangement is lost in the averaging.
To go beyond this ensemble-averaged analysis, considerable efforts have been made in recent years. Measurements of
multiple Andreev reflection reveal the transmittance of each
specific quantum channel in individual superconductor junctions [3, 12]. From ensembles, the range of mathematically
allowed transmittances may be estimated [13]. In the mean
time, the development of new analysis techniques also enables more information to be extracted from the mountain of
data over all the ensembles. These methods include ‘density
plots’, where every experimental data point in the ensemble
is counted. Examples are density plots of conductance versus
elongation [14–16], current-voltage characteristics [17–19],
and mechanical stiffness versus elongation [20]. Twodimensional (2D) cross-correlation methods also take advantage of entire ensembles, revealing detailed information about
motifs of junction formation [21–23].
Over the same time period, there have also been many
advances in computational techniques, particularly the ability
to combine molecular dynamics (MD) with quantum transport
to describe the inherent interplay between mechanical and
electrical properties in these systems, which is crucial to establish a direct comparison with the experimental results [24–27].
In this work, we analyse conductance and shot noise
measurements over whole ensembles of scanning tunneling microscope (STM)-style gold break junctions at
room temperature, expanding upon prior ensemble-averaged
treatments [28–30]. When mapping out two dimensional
density plots of shot noise versus conductance, we find
the standard deviation (over the ensemble) in the noise at
each conductance, G. At conductances in the nominal tunneling regime (G < 1 G0 ≡ 2e2/h), we find a nonzero variance, which indicates that in our system several quantum
channels frequently contribute to transport in this regime.
If normalized by the average noise, the resulting fractional
variance in the noise as a function of conductance is relatively featureless, while the nonzero fractional variance in
the tunneling region still survives. Furthermore, the standard
deviation of the shot noise shows clear minima coincident with
the ensemble-averaged shot noise spectral density suppressions and conductance peaks near integer multiples of G0. A
state-of-the-art calculation combining MD, an accurate tightbinding model, and Green's function techniques to examine
junction formation is compared to these experimental results.
As we discuss below, surface contamination and disorder in
the electrodes are likely responsible for many of the differences between the experiment and the calculations.
Shot noise, firstly discussed by Schottky in the context
of vacuum diodes [31], originates from the discreteness of
charge carriers [32]. This nonequilibrium noise only exists in
addition to the Johnson–Nyquist noise [33, 34] at a finite bias.
For Poisson-distributed, uncorrelated electrons, the shot noise
spectral density (A2 Hz−1) is SI = 2eI, where e is the electronic
charge and I is the average current. Correlations between the

N

SI = 2eVG0 ∑ τi (1 − τi ) ,

(1)

i=1

where V is the bias voltage across the junction. The corresponding Fano factor is given by F ≡ ∑ N τi(1 − τi )/ ∑ N τi,
i=1
i=1
where N is the number of open conduction channels. At
elevated temperatures shot noise is enhanced and becomes
entwined with Johnson–Nyquist noise. The total spectral density of the current noise is then
N
⎤
⎡
⎛ eV ⎞ N
SI = G0 ⎢ 4kBT ∑ τi2 + 2eV coth ⎜
⎟ ∑ τi (1 − τi ) ⎥ . (2)
⎝ 2kBT ⎠ i = 1
⎦
⎣
i=1

This relation is relatively more complicated, but can still be
expressed in the form of the transmittance set {τi}. We define
the excess noise P ≡ SI (V) − SI (0) as the finite-temperature shot
noise. In a practical measurement, other noise sources, such
as flicker noise, can also contribute to the measured noise, and
must be considered case by case. When shot noise dominates
the excess noise, it provides information about each quantum
channel through the τi(1−τi) term, while the conductance only
reflects the overall contribution from all the channels. In an
individual junction, if no more than two channels dominate
conduction, shot noise and conductance measurements together
allow determination of all the transport details. If more than two
channels are involved, the exact transmittance values cannot be
completely determined, but instead a mathematically allowed
range of each transmittance may be extracted [13].

2. Experimental methods
The measurements are conducted across STM-style gold break
junctions at room temperature in air. As described in our previous publications [29, 30], a gold tip attached to an end of
one piezo actuator is electrically controlled, moving towards
and away from an evaporated thick gold film, allowing the
cyclic formation and breaking of gold junctions. Only the data
collected during the breaking part of the cycle are analysed,
with each breaking half cycle defined as one trace. At each
fixed ‘DC’ bias V, broad band (250–500 MHz) excess noise
and DC conductance measurements are performed simultaneously using a lock-in technique. At the radio frequency bandwidth, the dominant contributor of excess noise is shot noise,
as discussed in detail elsewhere [30]. The gold tip is controlled
to obtain approximately one trace per second. Conductance
2

Figure 1. Noise and its variation across ensembles. (a) Conductance histogram acquired with 180 mV bias (816 traces). (b) Conductance
histogram acquired with 120 mV bias (807 traces). (c) and (d) 2D density plots for the respective ensembles, with data at each conductance
normalized to show the probability for finding a particular shot noise power value at any particular conductance. The black curves show the
ensemble-averaged noise power. (e, f) The associated variance of shot noise at each conductance. The vertical black lines are guides to the
eye to indicate the conductance for which the shot noise variance is a minimum.

and noise power from lock-in outputs are acquired at 105 samples s−1, but with the time constant on each lock-in set to
100 μs. In each trace, the time-averaged (with sub-millisecond
averaging periods) shot noise power as a function of conductance is computed. Both noise power and conductance axes
are binned. The junction conductance is calculated from the
measured current and applied voltage bias, taking into account
series resistances in the measurement circuit. The statistical
uncertainty in the conductance data is less than 1%. The statistical uncertainty in the measurement of the rf power is at a
similar level, though the background contributes a systematic
uncertainty to individual measurements. The number of counts
in each bin (G, P) is used to construct a 2D trace density plot.
Typical traces have from five to more than ten thousand
counts between G = 4 G0 and G = 0.01 G0. Traces with less
than 1000 counts are not included as these indicate anomalously rapid breakage or a measurement problem; varying this
cutoff from 500 counts to 2000 counts produces no noticeable
change in the resulting plots or analysis. For clarity of color
scale when plotting the trace density, at each conductance the
bins are normalized to show the relative probability (between
0 and 1) of measuring a particular noise power.
In the analysis, a subtle technical issue arises regarding the
rigorous extraction of the shot noise from raw data. The noise
power detector has small random fluctuations in addition

to the true target signal, causing a small but non-negligible
positive background in the lock-in amplifier measurement
of its amplitude. When performing a full ensemble average
analysis, statistical methods [29] can be applied to remove
this small background, as we have done previously. However,
this background removal method does not work rigorously
at the single trace level; thus, in this work this background
remains. Under this circumstance, there is therefore a slight
systematic overestimate of the true shot noise spectral density, especially relevant when shot noise is small. The background is independent of G and is equivalent to approximately
0.1 × 10−24 A2 Hz−1, and sets the ‘floor’ of the data shown in
figure 1, panels (c) and (d).

3. Experimental results
Figure 1 shows the resulting density plots obtained at biases of
180 mV and 120 mV, respectively. The top-most panels are the
conductance histograms, commonly used to find the preferred
conductance values. The middle panels are the trace density
plots, where warmer colors indicate higher densities of traces.
The black curve indicates the ensemble-averaged excess noise
power as a function of conductance. From this panel, clearly
the distribution of shot noise has some interesting features.
3

(a)

in gold junctions is suppressed down to near zero at conductance plateaus [46, 47], particularly when G "' Go. This indicates
a single fully transmitted channel at 1Go and some limited
channel mixture at the higher G plateaus. In our ensembleaveraged measurements, all the suppressions are only partial
[29]. The density plot reveals the explanation: At 1Go, most
traces do show nearly complete suppression, while a small
fraction relatively elevated noise. At other plateaus, though the
lower count numbers and sparse distributions make the situation less obvious, the most populated shot noise values are also
lower than the ensemble average. These observations show
that the channel mixing responsible for affecting the depth of
the noise suppression takes place only in a subset of the full
ensemble. This is consistent with the channel mixing resulting
from either particular realizations of disorder in the electrodes
or surface contamination. The peaks in the conductance histograms are consistent with deviations from integer quantization
in Au junctions previously ascribed to work hardening (and
therefore disorder in the electrodes) [10].
The nonzero shot noise variance in the nominal tunneling
regime also indicates a break-down of the single-channe l picture be low 1Go in these ambient condition experiments. In
single channel transport, the summation in equation (1) or (2)
reduces to -r (1 - -r) while total conductance becomes proportional to -r of the only channel. The resulting Fano factor is
1- -r, and at a given G its variance is zero. Thus a nonzero
noise variance when G < Go clearly indicates the participation
of multiple quantum channels. The diffusive-like features at
high conductance reported in our former paper also indicate
that the channel mixture in the high conductance region in our
measure ments is stronger than commonly expected [29].
A debatable question here is whether the variance
(SJ)-(S1 )2 is a fair way to examine shot noise's variation
over ensembles. In figure 2 we plot the fractional variance
(( Sf} - (S1 )2 ) I (S1 )2, using the same data as in figure 1. After
this normalization, the fractional variance as a function of
conductance tends to be relatively featureless or even have
maxima at the preferred conductances. This suggests that
the variance in the noise is approximately proportional to the
square of the noise itself, though there is no obvious explanation for this. The nonzero noise variance below 1Go naturally
remams.
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Fi gure 2. Fractional variance of the noise power as a function of
conductance, using the same data as in figure 1.

The 'envelope' of the traces is comparati vely large away from
the conductances where shot noise is suppressed, while that
envelope becomes significantly concentrated at those suppression regions near integer multiples of Go.
To quantify this distribution, the variance (Sf}- ( S1 )2
at each conductance is computed and shown in panels (e)
and (j) . Note that the shot noise variance minima are coincident with the conductance peaks and noise s uppressions.
Ensembles acquired at many other biases, or with a different
radio frequency band width, reproduce the same features.
According to equations (1) and (2), shot noise suppressions
originate from the full y transmitting channels. It is also
widely known that shot noise suppressions in gold junctions
coincide with the conductance peaks [45], indicating a potential relation between the fully transmitted channels and one or
a few preferred atomic arrangements existing at the conductance plateaus. There is no obvious theoretical explanation for
these shot noise variance minima. We infer that somehow {-ri}
has limited variations at these preferred conductance values
compared to higher or lower conductances. Either relati vely
fewer atomic configurations are allowed at the conductance
plateaus, or the allowed atomic configurations have relatively
similar trans mittance sets {Ti}, or both.
The density plots also reveal information about the nature
of the shot noise suppression at the conductances indicated by
the peaks in the conductance histograms. At cryogenic temperatures, theory and experiments agree very well that shot noise

4. Simulation methods
This section is devoted to the description of the theoretical
methods that we employed to shed some light on our experimental results for the shot noise of Au atomic-size contacts.
For this purpose, we combined classical MD simulations of
the formation of atomic-size contacts with a tight- binding
description of the electronic structure to compute the transport properties with the help of Green's function techniques.
Our approach follows closely [24, 25, 27, 48], and we now
proceed to explain it in some detail.
In these atomic wires there is an intricate relation between
the mechanical and the transport properties. For this reason,
and in order to establish a direct comparison with our experiments, it is necessary to describe the formation process of these
4
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Figure 3. Example of our simulations of the stretching of a Au wire at 300 K. (a) Conductance, shot noise and Fano factor as a function
of the elongation of the wire. (b) Individual transmission coefficients as a function of the elongation. Tbe upper panels show the wire

geometries at different stages of the elongation process. The left geometry corresponds to the initial configuration of the simulated wire.

atomic-size contacts. For this purpose, we carried out classical MD simulations using the open source program package
LAMMPS [49, 50]. These simulations are based on the socalled embedded atom method and, in particular, we employed
the empirical potentials from [51]. Let us emphasize that these
potentials overcome several problems of two-body potentials
like, for instance, the coordination independence of the bond
strength. This is important for our calculations because in our
atomic contacts we have, in particular, regions with low coorctination number. To generate the geometrical configurations,
we start with an ideal face-centered cubic lattice, where the
crystal direction (I 00) lies paraJJel to the z axis, which corresponds to tbe transport and elongation direction. For the MD
calculations, we divided the wire geometry into three parts:
Two electrodes connected by a central wire (see fi gw·e 3).
Tbe electrodes consist of 661 atoms each and they are kept
fixed dLLring the MD calculations. On the other hand, the wire
is made up of 563 atoms which follow the Newtonian equations of motion. We assume a canonical ensemble and use the
velocity Verlet integration scheme [52]. The wire bas an initial
length of 0.83 nm and the starting velocities of the atoms in
the wire were chosen randomly with a Gaussian ctistribution
to yield the desired average temperature. As we ctiscuss below,
we perfonned simulations at room temperatw·e (T = 300 K),
but also at cryogenic temperatures (T = 4 K) to compare with
previously published results. Because of the randomness in
the initial velocities, every e longation process evolves differentl y, while a Nose-Hoover thermostat keeps tbe temperature
fixed [52]. To relax the system, the wire was equilibrated
for 0.1 ns. Finally, the elongation process is simulated by
separating the electrodes at a constant velocity of 0.4 m s- 1•

During tlus process, every 10 ps the geometry is recorded.
A stretching process needs a total simulation time of about
4.5 ns, until the contact breaks.
Once the geometries of the atomic wires were determined
through the MD simulations, we used them to compute the
conductance and the shot noise in the spirit of the LandauerBlitt.iker formalism. As explained in the introduction, within
this formalism the transport properties are fully determined
by the set of transmission coefficients {-r;} . We computed
these coefficients by combining an appropriate description of
the e lectronic structure of the Au wires with non-equilibrium
Green's function techniques following a standard recipe that
we have explained in detail elsewhere [24, 39, 53]. The electronic structure was described within the framework o f the
Slater- Koster tight-binding parameterization of [54], which
has been quite successful in determining a variety of properlies of these atomic wires [39]. To compute the transmission
coeffi cients with the help of the Green's function techniques,
we divided the system into tl1ree regions as in the MD simulations, i.e. the upper and lower electrodes and the central
wire. The electrodes were considered to be semi-infinite perfect crystals. Tbeir surface Green's functions were computed
with the he lp of a decimation technique [53 , 55], using the
same tight-binding parameterization as for the central part
to detennine their e lectronic structure. It is worth stressing
that we enforced charge neutrality for all the atoms of the
wire, which is a condition that is typically fulfilled in metallic
systems [56].
Finally, to accumulate sufficient statisti cs for our stud y,
we carried out 100 MD simulations of the breaking o f the
Au atomic wires and checked that this number is suffi cient,
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Figure 4. (a, b) Conductance histograms obtained from 100 MD simulations at 4 and 300 K, respectively. (c, d) The corresponding 2D
density plots for the shot noise. The black solid lines indicate the ensemble-averaged values. (e, f) The associated variance of the shot noise
as a function of the conductance. The bias voltage for the calculation of SI is set to 180 mV. The vertical lines are at the same position as in
figure 1.

as kBT is much smaller than eV in our experiments. For comparison with the experiments we have set the bias voltage in
the prefactor to 180 mV. As one can see in panels (a) and (b),
the conductance histograms are dominated by a pronounced
peak at 1G0, which is much higher at low temperatures. This is
due to the fact that this peak partially originates from the formation of monoatomic chains [57, 58]. These chains exhibit
a conductance very close to 1G0 and we find that their formation is clearly less favorable at room temperature. Notice
also the appearance of another pronounced peak at 2G0 at low
temperatures, which is to a large extent washed out at room
temperature. Turning to the noise (figures 4(c) and (d)), the
most noticeable feature is its suppression close to multiples of
G0, which is specially pronounced around 1G0 and at T = 4 K.
This is consistent with the measurements reported above and
supports the assumption that the channel mixture is stronger
outside the tunneling region at higher temperatures. On the
other hand, the variance of the shot noise (figures 4(e) and (f ))
generally exhibits maxima correlated with the maxima in the
conductance histograms. While this is consistent with the lowtemperature results reported by Vardimon et al [59], this is
clearly at odds with our experimental results (figures 1(e) and
(f)). Notice also that the variance of the noise does not vanish
below 1G0, which clearly suggests that several channels are
contributing in that region.
The origin of the results just described can be clarified by
analysing both the distribution of transmission coefficients,
{τi}, and the Fano factor and its corresponding variance. This
information is displayed in figure 5. The channel distributions shown in panels (a) and (b) indicate that the conduction

especially, to converge the conductance histograms. We
show in figure 3 a typical example of the simulation of
stretching of a wire at room temperature. In particular, we
show the different physical properties of interest in the last
stages of the breaking of the wire, namely the conductance, shot noise, and Fano factor. Additionally, we show the
individual transmission coefficients τi as a function of the
elongation.

5. Simulation results and comparison with
the experiments
Let us now discuss the main results of the simulations
described in the previous section. We stress that we shall be
discussing results at room temperature (T = 300 K) to compare directly with the experimental results presented above,
but we shall also present results at low temperatures (T = 4 K)
to compare with previously published experimental results
obtained at cryogenic temperatures and under ultra-high
vacuum conditions [13, 47].
Our main results are summarized in figure 4, where we
show the conductance histograms, density plots of the shot
noise, and the noise variance as a function of the conductance
for 4 and 300 K. The conductance and the noise were computed in the linear response regime, i.e. using the zero-bias
transmission coefficients. Moreover, for the noise, we focus on
the shot noise contribution to the excess noise by merely plotting the quantity 2eG 0V ∑iN= 1 τi(1 − τi ) in equation (2), which
ignores the contribution of the thermal noise. This is justified
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systematicall y tbose contact geometries where at least two
channe ls contribute significantly to the transport properties
in the conductance region G < 0.5 Go. Some representative
examples are shown in fi gure 6. We found that these geometries can be grouped i.nto two categories. In the first one,
the electrodes contain several neighbouring atoms that are at
similar distances to the atoms in the other e lectrode, see figure
6(b). At room temperature, practically aU the geometries with
two channels in the tunnel regime belong to this kind. On the
other hand , at 4 K we also find geometries where the contact
breaks at several points giving rise to parallel junctions, see
fi gure 6(a). In both types of geometries the two cha11nels originate from parallel paths with the peculiarity that in the second
kind these paths are basicall y independent, i.e. they do not
interfere. Interestingly, we find that the geometries with several parallel junctions are also responsible for the peak at 2Go
that appears in the low temperature conductance his togram.
In summary, our low temperature theoretical results are in
very good agreement with cryogenic experiments performed
in clean conditions and our room temperature results supports the idea of several channels contributing below 1Go.
However, our theoretical data are not able to reproduce our
room temperature experimental findings related to the presence of minima in the variance of the shot noise and Fano
factor corre lated with the minima in their averaged values.
The peaks in the experimental conductance histograms, particularl y those above 1 Go, are also considerabl y more robus t
than what is seen in the simulations. The survival of l1igher
quantization peaks at room temperature has been observed in
many experiments [2, 10, 60, 61 ].

channels open one by one as the conductance increases, as
reported in [12] with the help of proximity-induced superconductivity in Au atomic-size contacts . This is a typical
behavior of a monovalent metal. Focusing on the low temperature results, we find that although the conductance region
G < Go is largely dominated by a single channel, a second
one gives a sizeable contribution. This additional channel
manifests as a kink in the Fano factor around 0.5Go and as
a pro nounced maximum in the Fano factor variance at that
position. It is worth stressing that the presence of this second
channel does not 'spoil ' the conductance quantization and
the hi stogram still exhibits a very pro nounced peak at lGo.
For higher conductance, the Fano factor exhibits a partial
suppression close to multiples of Go, while its variance has
maxima correla ted with the maxima of the conductance or
the minima of the shot noise. All these findings at 4 K are in
very good agreement with lhe recent experimental resul ts of
[13, 59] where s hot noise was measured at cryoge nic temperatures and used to extract the channe l distribution of Au fewatom contacts. Tuming now to the room temperature results,
one can still see a s mall contribution of a second channel for
G < Go, which explains lhe non- vanis hing variance of both
the shot noise and the Fano factor for these conductances.
However, at 300 K lhe weight of this channel is not s ufficient
to produce a max.imum in the variance of lhese quantities
below Go. Fo r higher conductance, the variance of the Fano
factor exhibits again sha llow maxima correlated with the
maxima of the conductance and lhe minima of the shot noise.
From the previous discussion, a natural question arises:
What is the origin of the second channel that appears in some
geometries in the tunnel regime? To answer it we analysed
7

Figure 6. Two representative examples of contact geometries where two conduction channels give a significant contribution in the tunnel
regime (G < 0.5G0). The total conductance and the individual transmission coefficients in the different examples are (where we consider
only channels with τi > 0.01): (a) G = 0.29G0, τ1 = 0.28, τ2 = 0.11, τ3 = 0.01 and (b) G = 0.15G0, τ1 = 0.09, τ2 = 0.05, and τ3 = 0.01.

To summarize, we have reported measurements of the shot
noise's distribution over ensembles on STM-style gold break
junctions at room temperature. The details of the partial noise
suppressions seen in the ensemble average results are revealed,
showing that outliers can obscure a subensemble with much
greater noise suppression compatible with fully transmitting
channels. We find signs of non-negligible conduction from
additional quantum channels in the nominal tunneling region,
and observe minima in the shot noise variance coincident with
conductance histogram peaks and averaged shot noise suppressions. Simulations combining MD, a tight-binding model
and Green's functions techniques have been conducted. The
simulations successfully reproduce many key features of the
data and confirm a second channel's participation below 1G0.
Other aspects of the data, such as the minima in the noise
variance near the preferred conductance values and robust
conductance histogram peaks above 1G0, are not seen in the
simulations. One possible explanation is that the simulations
are restricted to comparatively small contact geometries and
might therefore miss some junction configurations possible
in the experiments. Another factor responsible for these discrepancies may be surface contamination in the experiments,
altering the breaking dynamics, an effect that is not taken
into account in the simulations. Adsorbed contaminants can
hinder diffusion and alter the breaking dynamics, effects not
simulated here. Structural disorder, leading to modifications
in the preferred conductances as well as potentially hindering
atomic rearrangements, may also be relevant. Further experiments in UHV and under various electrode annealing conditions as well as simulations with yet larger atomic contacts
may be able to resolve the relative contributions of these candidate mechanisms.

6. Further discussion and conclusions
As discussed in the previous section, our theoretical simulations
have difficulties to reproduce the observed shot noise variance
minima, and the robust quantization peaks and noise minima at
G > G0 at room temperature. The origins of these discrepancies
are not clear at the moment. One possibility might be related
to the unavoidable limitations in our MD simulations. In particular, one has to bear in mind that the stretching velocity in
these simulations is many orders of magnitudes higher than in
the experiments. Moreover, because of computational reasons
we have to constrain ourselves to relatively small contacts.
Although we have investigated these issues systematically
within our capabilities and have not found any significant difference in our results upon changes in the stretching velocity,
we cannot rule out that this discrepancy is due to systematic
deficiencies in our simulations. However, it is worth remarking
that our low temperature simulations are in very good agreement with published data in ultra-high vacuum (UHV) conditions [13] and similar simulations have been very successful in
reproducing, for instance, the thermopower of different atomic
wires [48] or the channel distribution of Al atomic-size contacts at very low temperatures [27].
Another possibility for this discrepancy might be the fact that
these experiments are conducted in air. Though the related environmental parameters such as pressure, temperature or humidity
should be relatively stable at each set of measurements, contamination from adsorbates (water molecules for instance) cannot
be ruled out. Molecules randomly attached to the junction can
surely alter the dynamics and stability of the junctions and the
conductance as well, especially in the last stages of the breaking
process. Both hydrogen [62, 63] and oxygen [64] are known to
incorporate into junctions and alter the available stable atomic
configurations. This possibility can be tested by further room
temperature experiments in a UHV environment. On the other
hand, the disorder of gold junctions may also be relevant [10],
which is proven to have effect on peak positions in conductance
histogram. Dislocations and other defects introduced by ‘work
hardening’ can in principle affect atomic mobility and therefore
structural stability, physics very difficult to capture in computationally tractable simulations.
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